Reportive V10: The adaptive Self-Service
Business Intelligence solution
Not just reporting
Reportive is an engaging

solution which enlightens your Analytics.
solution in place or not, Reportive enhances your data

Whether you have a
thanks to a flexible architecture and compelling dashboards. Now you can really
claim to:

Mix any kind of data seamlessly,
Quickly build compelling static AND dynamic reports,
Distribute KPIs in only a few clicks,
Unify the reports’ look and feel to enable quick understanding
Ensure the reliability of your data and analyses,
And work in complete autonomy while keeping your IT in control.
It's your data,
Simply better and faster.
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You said Self-Service?
Quickly and easily build and update your own custom
dashboards.
Work at business concept level throughout the entire
lifecycle. No coding or data structure knowledge required.
Data quality control and information tracing is ensured
all the way thanks to built-in features.
Technical tasks are simplified. Development is broken
down into basic tasks, each easier to understand and work
with.
Reports are produced in any static format (Excel,
PowerPoint, Word, HTML, PDF, XPS, Reportive…) and
shared on the fly.

Autonomy in design
Build local or server Cubes as need be.
Cubes can use multiple data sources.
Benefit from built-in drag and drop features.
Local Cubes drastically improve browsing
performance and data is available offline.
Local cube files entails you can access the data you
need and have access to whenever you need. Each
user sees their dimensions, levels, attributes, and
measures significant to them.
Ensure quick adoption from end users thanks an
Interface based on Microsoft Office.

Interactive dashboard design made
easy
Create dynamic filters, use multiple browsing features and
built-in or custom-made formulas.
Customize as need be with your company brand images
and looks.
Drag and drop features allow for simplicity and time
saving.
Not a single line of code required.

Empowering business users
Analyze, query, manipulate your data and get instant
calculation results.
Make your information visual using Reportive
graphical options and built-in mapping feature.
Powerful drill down and filtering capabilities.
Automatic synchronization on applied filters.
Users with read-only access rights access dynamic
and qualitative information without any room for
mistake.

Create once, use many times

Information is there, it’s relevant and decision-making
is drastically improved.

Reportive’s Composite Objects allow you to go from
generic applications to a specific solution 10 times
faster than with any other application.
Easily published in libraries, shared, copied, reused for
other projects, Composite Objects are easily managed.
Report designs can be saved as well as graphical
preferences.
Reportive provides an indefinite number of functions
allowing you to gain time a bit more each time.

Save development time with
Reportive’s integrated ETL
You should stop pulling your hair out right now.
Reportive’s integrated extraction and transformation
engine provides innovative features so that you do
not need a data warehouse any more!
Cleanse and consolidate using any data source (i.e.
text files, xml, SQLServer, SAP BW, Essbase, BO and
much more)

Reportive in the Cloud!
Based on HTML5, Reportive Web Analyzer provides
a light and powerful work environment
No installation needed for read-only users.
Use any browser on your laptop or tablet as needed.
Activate Single Sign On for automatic access to your
information.
Thanks to integrated efficiency features, make sure
you work light AND fast!

Cost effectiveness
As you gather more data, need to deliver more
reports in less time and with limited resources, SelfService Business intelligence is the key to business
users. Beyond traditional BI, Reportive enables your
analytics and fast.
Implement in days
Build in hours
Analyze in minutes
Share within seconds with Reportive V10.

Your intelligence, anytime, anywhere
NEW!
Developed for users who need to access KPIs, sales
reports, financial figures and much more… while on the
road, Reportive’s iPad application is a flexible and
interactive application for business users.
Reports and dashboards can be fully customized.
With its offline capability, you access your data
anywhere, whenever required.
You share comments and reports via email in only a few
clicks.
With a sexy design and interface, users navigate
effortlessly and will enjoy their reports much more!

What you need to remember about Reportive:
 Non-intrusive in your Information Systems
 You are self-reliant: it’s your data, your reports at hand
 Report display options include a rich choice of graphs, charts,
tables and maps
 It’s multi-source and multi-format
 Zero code required from beginning to end
 Integrated ETL (extract / Transform / Load)
 Quick adoption thanks to the Microsoft look and feel
 Reports and dashboards are built in drag & drop; that’s it!
 Work online and offline any time you need
 Enjoy the iPad application and Cloud service to keep up to date
with your company figures and KPIs wherever you want.

Easy to adopt and fast to deploy.
Reportive is the cost-effective solution with a
great Return on Investment measured within
weeks.
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